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The main goal of this project is to understand the physical condition controlling the 2011 M9
Tohoku megathrust eartqhuake along the Japan Trench subduction zone. We performed 3-D
spontaneous dynamic rupture modeling of this big earthquake by using the explicit finite element code EQdyna integrated with complex fault geometry and rate- and state- dependent
friction law to get insights into the fundamental physics of this specific case of megathrust
earthquake which may shed light on megathrust earthquake prediction along subduction
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Figure 1 | Map of 1968 Borrego Mountain earthquake surface trace.
Adjacent and continuing traces of active faults that did not rupture during
the earthquake are shown as dotted lines. Also annotated are the dimensions

of fault steps measured approximately perpendicular to fault strike and the
distance to the nearest-neighbouring fault from the 1968 rupture endpoints.
The star is the earthquake epicentre.

mapped active fault from the terminus of the respective ruptures. observable discontinuity. The colour scheme of symbols follows that
Separate symbols are used according to whether the steps are releas- of a conventional red-yellow-green stop light: Ruptures appear to
ing or restraining in nature, and whether they occur within (green have ended at the discontinuities coloured red, jumped across the
open symbols: rupture continues through) or at the endpoints of the discontinuities coloured green, and simply died out along-strike in
rupture trace (red solid symbols). In certain instances, the endpoints the absence of any discontinuities for the cases coloured yellow.
of rupture are not associated with a discontinuity in fault strike, in
The compilation of observations summarized in Fig. 2 indicates
which case the endpoint of rupture is denoted by a separate symbol that about two-thirds of terminations of strike-slip ruptures are asso(open orange circles) and annotated with the distance that the active ciated with geometrical steps in fault trace or the termination of the
trace continues beyond the endpoint of rupture. Because of the com- active fault on which they occurred. The histogram in Fig. 3 gives a
plexity of some ruptures and presence of subparallel and branching statistical idea of whether or not an earthquake rupture will be assofault traces, some earthquakes have more than two ‘ends’.
ciated with a particular fault step or fault terminus. The observations
The map of the 1968 earthquake rupture shown in Fig. 1 serves as of discontinuities are binned as a function of their size and coded
to whether
they
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at the
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of an earthan example of the approach
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wherein theaccording
Fig. 1. The tectonic
setting
and presentation
ruptures of the Mw 7.8
northern South Island,
New Zealand.
(a) Thesit
plate
boundaryor
system
and faults
in New Zealand.
Plate rate vectors are relative to the Australian plate. Map source: USGS. (b) Rupture interpretation based on Sentinel-1 SAR and ALOS-2 data (GSI, http://www.gsi.go.
it is synoptically shown
that the fault ruptured through a 1.5 km quake rupture. The plot shows that a transition exists between 3 and
jp/cais/topic161117-index-e.html). The color-coded range offset image is produced and provided by John Elliott and Tim Wright from COMET-NERC (http://comet.nerc.ac.uk/).
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Same rupture terminus?

Kokoxili earthquake [10], the 2008 Mw 7.9 Wenchuan earthquake
(50+)
in western China [11], and the 2010 Mw 7.2 El Mayor-Cucapah
earthquake in Mexico [12]. All these events manifested complex
(15&25)
multi-fault ruptures and their jumping from one fault to another.
Field(>100)
reconnaissance on surface ruptures by the GNS team of New
Zealand showed that the Kaikoura earthquake produced very
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!11.4 m produced by the 2013 Mw 7.7 Balochistan, Pakistan earthtrace continues (x km)
quake [15]. Meanwhile, the oblique slip offshore induced 1–3 m of
coastal uplift from KaikouraRupture
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to Cape Campbell (Ref.
GeoNet, http://info.geonet.org.nz/) (Fig.
1b).
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Multi-cycle Dynamics: Duan and
Oglesby (2005, 2006, 2007), …

scientists-detect-huge-fault-rupture-offshore-from-kaikoura) to
near Cape Campbell (Fig. 1b). The sense of slip(~20)
on these surfaceJohnson Valley
rupturing faults
include right-lateral (Humps, (15)
Hope, Hundalee,
(20)
(>30)
Kekerengu and Needles
faults), left-lateral (a newly identified
Campfault
Rock
(~20 km)
(40)
(20+) (Jordan Thrust and
east of the Papatea (20
fault),
and reverse or oblique
(~20)
km)
Papatea). The earthquake seems to have started on a set of widely(20 km)
spaced sub-parallel
faults in the south, including a portion of the(~20)
(>10)
Hope fault, and then jumped through a series of closely-spaced
faults to the Jordan Thrust-Kekerengu-Needles faults. Such com10
plex behavior suggests a three-dimensional accommodation of
the plate boundary transpressional shear across the region. The
Kaikoura earthquake appears to be much more complex than the
historic earthquakes in this region that are believed to have ruptured only single fault segments [1] (Fig. 1b). Although the 2010
Mw 7.1 Darfield earthquake also ruptured several adjacent faults
5
with different senses of fault slip (dextral, sinistral and reverse)
[7], it did not exhibit long-distance jumping like the Mw 7.8 Kaikoura earthquake (Fig. 1b). More globally, the rupture of the Kaikoura earthquake is comparably with, or more complex than the
1992 Landers Mw 7.3 earthquake in southern California [8], the
2002 Mw 7.9 Denali earthquake in Alaska [9], the 2001 Mw 7.8
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Single-Event Dynamics: Harris et al.
(1991), Harris and Day (1993), Kame et
al. (2002), Lozos et al. (2011), …

Ordered by increasing rupture length

Figure 2 | Synopsis of observations bearing on relationship of geometrical
discontinuities along fault strike to the endpoints of historical earthquake
ruptures. Earthquake date, name and rupture length listed on horizontal
axis. The earthquakes are ordered by increasing rupture length (but not
scaled to distance along-axis). Above the label of each earthquake is a vertical
line and symbols along the line represent dimension of discontinuities
within and at endpoints of each rupture. The dimension of discontinuities

fault strike or the distance from rupture terminus to nearest-neighbouring
active fault trace. Discontinuities through which ruptures passed (broke
through) are green open squares and diamonds. Discontinuities located at
ends of ruptures are red solid squares, triangles and diamonds. The orange
open circles represent the endpoints or earthquake ruptures which are not
associated with a geometrical discontinuity and the value next to each is an
indicator of the distance along which the active trace continues past the
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v Background: Single-Event Dynamics
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Lozos et al. (2011)

Figure 4. Three parameters specified in the simulations. (a) Prestress state: C is maximum compression
angle. The gray zones indicate angle ranges where right-lateral slip is encouraged against dynamic
Coulomb friction for each prestress state. The dotted line indicates the most favored plane for right-lateral
slip. Two angles for the gray zone boundary and the most favored angle are indicated for reference. (b)
Rupture velocity vr: vr entering the intersection point (x, y) = (0, 0) is controlled by the position of the
nucleation zone. (c) Branching angle j: Four types of preexisting branched fault system are considered.

Kame et al. (2003)

[13] In either case, the angular range encouraged for
right-lateral rupture is narrowed when we consider Coulomb friction on faults. The range where the shear prestress
level t0 exceeds the dynamic friction level md ! ("s0n) in
the prestress state is shaded in Figure 3. The difference t0 "
tr is usually denoted as the stress drop !s (tr coincides
with md ! ("s0n)). As is well known from the Mohr stress
circle, the most favored angle inclines by the angle "1/2 !
tan"1md from the maximum t0 direction, as shown in our
figures for md = 0.12, and the stress drop !s takes its
maximum at that optimum angle. In this paper we scale all
stresses with the fault-normal prestress and fix the shear
prestress as (s0yx)/("s0yy) = 0.24. Then we specify for
consideration four different fault-parallel prestress states
0
0
)/("syy
) = 0.8, 1.0, 1.4 and 2.0. The corresponding
("sxx
Smax angles C are 56!, 45!, 25! and 13! and denoted as

high, intermediate, intermediately low and low inclinations,
respectively (see Figure 4a).
2.4.2. Dependence on Rupture Velocity
[14] A first perspective is provided by the stress field of the
singular elastic crack model. Kame and Yamashita [1999a,
1999b] and Poliakov et al. [2002] plot the angular variation
of the singular terms in the stress field and show that at vr #
0.8cs the singular shear stress term along potential branches
at j 6¼ 0 ahead of the rupture tip is comparable to that on the
main fault at j = p
0.ﬃﬃﬃAt higher speeds, vr approaching cR #
0.92cs (for cd = 3cs as we assume here), the branched
orientations become very much more preferred. When normal stress is considered also, to evaluate a Coulomb measure
of shear stress along potential branch orientations [Poliakov
et al., 2002], it is found that the branches to the extensional
side are always more highly stressed than to the compres-

v Background: One of Challenges in Single-Event Dynamic models –
Assigning Initial Stress
Initial stress is a critical ingredient.
Typically a uniform regional stress
field is assigned and resolved onto
different fault segments.
However, fault stresses near
geometrical complexities are
heterogeneous due to tectonic
loading & previous ruptures.
One way to address the challenge:
Multicycle dynamic rupture models:

Harris et al. (2009)
KAME ET AL.: DYNAMIC FAULT BRANCHING

initial stresses evolve spontaneously
and are consistent with fault
geometry and rupture history.
Different rupture scenarios may
occur on a given fault system over
multiple cycles: Earthquake Gate!

Kame et al. (2003)
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A.J. Elliott et al.

The Aksay Restraining Bend Along
the Altyn Tagh Fault

Elliot et al.
(2018)

Fig. 2. Aksay bend location map. A) Central and Eastern Altyn Tagh fault and major adjacent structures on hillshaded elevation map. Major restraining bends labeled. B) Map of fault
geometry and topography at Aksay bend on the eastern Altyn Tagh fault. Southern (SATF) and northern (NATF) faults labeled. SATF continues to west; NATF continues to east, as shown
in Panel A. Portion of fault with dotted line beside represents reach that ruptured in the most recent event, after Elliott et al. (2015). Locations of four slip rate sites presented in this paper
labeled. C) Index map of ATF & Aksay bend location relative to Indo-Asian collision zone and Tibet-Qinghai Plateau.

Two active strands: SATF, NATF
200 km long, separated by > 5 km
Restraining

SATF event. In fact, as described further in §5.5 and the Supplementary
deformation is transferred from one to the other of its paired strands.
Material,
the AVF
exhibits neither direct connectivity with the NATF
This kinematic situation enables investigation
of the bend's
eﬀect on
Mountains
with
peaks
> 5.5
km
nor as high a slip rate as the SATF beyond their branching point, inearthquake ruptures incoming from either direction (Fig. 2b). Along
A ofCase
dicating that it is a relatively uncommonly ruptured v
portion
the
single-stranded fault double-bends, the extents of prehistoric earth-
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Models of the Aksay Bend
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v A Case Study: Duan etfault
al. geometry.
(2018) The tectonic loading direction is parallel to the regional strike, w

What Kinds of Ruptures can
Occur on the Fault Over Cycles?
One example:
v Duan et al. (2018)
Rupture
Time (s)

Slip (m)

• Ruptured most parts of the fault system: two stems + some part of
the bend - Jumping rupture (The EQ gate opens).
• Unbroken patchs between slipping patches.
• Non-continuous rupture propagation even on one segment: triggering

What Kinds of Ruptures can
Occur on the Fault Over Cycles?
Another example:
Rupture Time (s)

Slip (m)

• Ruptured one stem segment + some small portions within the bend: not
onto the other stem segment – not a jumping rupture (Gate closed)
• Slip in one event on both strands may not necessary be a giant event!
• Combination of dynamic + static effects
v Duan et al. (2018)

Overall Event Patterns Over 500 cycles: Model A

v Duan et al. (2018)

How Effective is the Aksay Bend
EQ Gate in Stopping Ruptures?
Jumping ruptures: as in the first example, ruptured both stem
segments and some portions of the bend.
Among meaningful events (excluding tiny events) from
different models, we find:
About 10% percent are jumping ruptures.
About 90% ruptures from either side of the bend stop at the
bend.

The EQ gate is an effective gate to stop dynamic ruptures.

v Duan et al. (2018)

Low strength excess
patches are well
developed: close
enough for triggering
to happen!

Rupture Time (s)

Under What Conditions is the EQ Gate open?

Strength
excess

Strength excess =
yield stress – prestress

v Duan et al. (2018)

How are the Conditions achieved?
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v Duan et al. (2018)
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Model Results can be Compared
with Paleoseismic Observations
Slip rate: accumulated slip over many cycles divided by times
for these cycles.

Recurrence intervals of large events
These are ongoing works.

v Duan et al. (2018)

Conclusions
The multi-cycle dynamic models provide a means to explore
potential rupture patterns on realistically complex faults.
The Aksay bend can halt 90% large ruptures propagating
from either side of the bend.
Well-developed low-strength excess patches within the bend
allow the earthquake gate to open occasionally.
Secondary favorably oriented segments within the bend play
critical roles for ruptures to occasionally jump across the
bend.

v Duan et al. (2018)

not only supershear transition but also enhanced
dynamic weakening, larger slip, and hence its
deeper penetration. More generally, our observations show the absence of aftershocks near
regions of large deep slip, regardless of whether
the rupture was supershear or not, suggesting
that our model provides an additional explanation for the lack of aftershocks.
The relation between the microseismicity and
depth of slip in large earthquakes helps us understand historical events and evaluate potential
future earthquake scenarios on major strike-slip
fault segments. The 1857 Mw 7.9 Fort Tejon earthquake is the last major event on the SAF/San
Jacinto fault system in Southern California (7)
(Fig. 3) that ruptured the Cholame, Carrizo, and

quake on the Coachella segment occurred in
~1690 and potentially also ruptured the San
Bernardino and Palm Springs segments (11). The
recurrence of such events poses severe seismic
hazards for Southern California. Virtually no
microseismicity is currently observed on all these
segments (Fig. 3). In light of our modeling, this
observation implies that, ~150 to ~300 years after
the previous major seismic events, the lockedcreeping transition on those segments is still
below the bottom of the seismogenic zone. To
achieve that, dynamic rupture on those segments
should have penetrated an additional depth below the seismogenic zone, at least 3 to 5 km based
on our physical model (10) and perhaps much
more. Interseismic geodetic observations indeed

segments are accumulating more potency deficit than other fault segments, which they are
expected to release in future events (28). Deeper
penetration of coseismic slip on the Cholame
and Carrizo segments is consistent with the inference of much larger slip at depth, of approximately 11 and 16 m, respectively, than the 3- to
6-m slip at the surface during the 1857 event
(27, 29, 30).
In summary, we suggest that the absence of
microseismicity at the bottom of seismogenic
zones points to a deeper rupture extent in recent major earthquakes, probably due to coseismic
weakening of otherwise stable deeper regions.
Furthermore, the deeper penetration may be quite
common for large events on mature strike-slip

Existing 3D Earthquake Cycle
Simulators in the Community
Lapusta and co-worker: Boundary Integral

Jiang and Lapusta (2016)

All other quasi-static phases: interseismic, nucleation,
postseismic
Limited to vertical strike-slip planar faults, uniform elastic
media.

Dieterich at UC Riverside and co-worker: RSQSim
Boundary Element
Not fully dynamic for co-seismic rupture process
Applicable for complex faults, still uniform elastic media
Being used for CA hazard analysis: UCERF
v Review: Existing Earthquake Simulators
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Fully dynamic for co-seismic rupture process

One New 3D Dynamic
Earthquake Simulator
Luo, Duan, and Liu (2018, JGR, in revision)
EQdyna-based earthquake simulator
EQdyna: an explicit finite element method for dynamic rupture
and seismic wave proapgation
EQdyna + Dynamic Relaxation Technique: use the dynamic solver
to obtain solutions for quasi-static processes

v A first 3D FEM-based Dynamic Earthquake Simulator

v A first 3D FEM-based Dynamic Earthquake Simulator

Moment Rate Function

v A first 3D FEM-based Dynamic Earthquake Simulator

Another New 3D Dynamic
Earthquake Simulator
Liu, Duan, and Luo (2018, in preparation)
EQdyna: an explicit dynamic FEM for coseismic
EQquasi: an implicit static FEM for interseismic, nuleation,
and postseismic quasistic processes
EQdyna + EQquasi for earthquake cycle simulations

v A Second 3D FEM-based Dynamic Earthquake Simulator

Strike-slip Fault with a Bend
10° smooth bend

The fault is 60 km by 30 km.
The yellow velocity
weakening region is 30 km
by 15 km. The white region
is velocity strengthening.

10 °

v A Second 3D FEM-based Dynamic Earthquake Simulator

Earthquake cycles on the bent fault

v A Second 3D FEM-based Dynamic Earthquake Simulator

Concluding Remarks
Initial stresses for dynamic rupture models that are consistent
with fault geometry and faulting history need multi-cycle
dynamic simulations.
We have been developing two 3D dynamic earthquake
simulators that include spontaneous rupture for realistically
complex faults based on FEM methods.
Applications of the FEM-based dynamic earthquake simulators
will allow us to explore many earthquake scientific questions on
realistically complex fault systems, in particular examining
potentials for occasionally extreme events that break multi-faults.

